Abstract
Introduction
Target tracking in an image sequence is important in the areas of robotics and automated navigation. At present, a bread-and-butter algorithm is template matching correlation tracking algorithm based on image intensity [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
Template matching correlation tracking
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has the advantage of being straight forward to implement for a wide range of real-time applications. However, the problem associated with correlation is that, over a long image sequence, small tracking errors may be accumulated to cause tracked points to migrate from their initially designed areas. In order to correct template drifting throughout image sequence, template must be updated.
Template updating is the sticking point that guarantees the tracking stabilization in correlation tracking algorithm. Template updating methods mostly include: fast template, every frame updating [5] , timing updating [6] , correlator threshold updating [7] , template buffers updating [8] , gradient descent minimization updating [9] , Kalman filter updating [10] and etc. Fast template calculates easy, but can't adapt itself to the tardigrade change of the target. Although every frame updating is adaptive to the gradual change of the target, small errors accumulate and the template steadily drifts away from the target. Timing updating can eliminate error pile to some degree, but how to confirm an appropriate updating period is a difficult problem. Other methods either calculate complicatedly, or occupy a great deal of EMS memory. These defects result that they can't be adapted to real-time applications.
Our application for tracking image target is the guidance of a missile with an on-board FLIR camera and on-board MMW radar towards a ground target. Target image is magnified gradually throughout the missile's time-of-flight, and the distance between the missile and the target is acquired by the MMW radar. In the target-tracking of FLIR image sequences, we may make good use of the distance information. This paper describes a method of template updating, which is named "distance updating". There are two problems in template Updating: when to update and how to update. Template updating periods and template magnification are confirmed by the distance.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. How to confirm template updating periods is described in Section 2. In Section 3, the method for template magnification is described in detail. An adaptive template updating algorithm using distance information is presented in Section 4. Experiment results and analysis are included in Section 5. Finally, conclusions and future work are discussed in Section 6.
Confirming distance updating periods

The effect of image magnification on image correlation
The effect of image magnification on image correlation can be obtained through analysis the correlation between a template and a series of real-time images under different magnifications. Correlation coefficient is adopted as comparability measurement. Correlation coefficient is defined [8] . Take From Figure 1(b) , salience of the correlation apex decreases when k increases. When k increases to some extent, peak value are difficult to distinguish, tracked points aren't precise and migrate from the target area. Take 50 frames real-time images from Figure 1 
Confirming distance updating periods
Following the template updating rule, template updating need to calculate image magnification. In FLIR image sequences, the magnification of every point is different between two frames. To simplification, we use the magnification of horizontal axis (x-axis) to direct template updating. Now we use distance to calculate the magnification of x-axis.
The magnification is:
So distance updating rule is defined: template should be updated when 1 . 1
Suppose the missile's flight velocity is s m / 300 , and the camera's frame frequency is pfs 50 , template updating periods are shown in Figure 2 .
From Figure 2 , the periods of template updating are variational and decided by the change of distance. When the distance is far, target changes lentamente, so template updating period is long. But when the distance is near, target changes rapidly, so template updating period is short. Obviously, distance updating is different to timing updating. Distance updating has better adaptability than timing updating.
Magnifying template based on distance
Our application for tracking image target is the guidance of a missile moving directly towards a ground target. For this purpose, the missile gets into target tracking state after the target is locked. At this time the target is located the center of image. If tracking is stable, the target will be always centered the image. When the missile approaches the target, field of view becomes smaller and the target image becomes bigger. Image can be magnified based on the distance information and other prior knowledge. The process is illuminated in Figure 3 .
The process consists of three steps: 
Projective transformation from FOV to image
Points in field of view and image are one to one correspondence relation. If know location of any point in field of view, we can calculate a corresponding image location. This is a projective transformation problem between two plans. FOV coordinate is showed in Figure 4 . . The projective transformation between FOV and image is denoted with matrix [16] : 
Solve this equations group; confirm the projective transformation between FOV and image.
Calculating image region Q
Calculate FOV 2 by distance 2 D , elevation 2 θ , and azimuth γ from FOV 2 to FOV 1. 
Projective transformation from image to image
Stretch image region Q to size of Image 1, we obtain a magnified image of Q . Magnification of image can be progressed by projective transformation of two planes.
The image coordinates of four cross-points of FOV
. The image coordinates of four cross-points of Magnified
. Make projective transformation from Magnified image 2' to Image region Q using (3)- (5) . Then substitute the image coordinates of every point of Magnified image 2' in (4), calculate to obtain the image coordinates in Image region Q . Intensity of every point can be calculated by two-dimensional data linear interpolation. Intercept an image region whose size is same as that of template from magnified image 2' centered itself, we acquire the magnified template.
Adaptive correlation tracking algorithm based on distance updating
An adaptive correlation tracking algorithm is presented based on distance updating. For the current design, the target template is selected manually by the man-in-the-loop in the initial frame. In subsequent frames, the template is updated automatically when distance satisfy the condition. If the magnified template is adopted directly, much important information will lose. So we present a new method to update template. T to compare over a search area in the current frame to generate a correlation coefficient surface. An extremum in the correlation coefficient surface determines the image position that gives the best match in the current frame.
The current matching result cur T is centered on the correlation extremum, and the correlation extremum is the optimum correlation coefficient C . 
Experiment results and analysis
A real FLIR image sequence obtained from an aircraft have been employed for an experimental validation of the proposed algorithm. Flight distance is from 8000 meters to 1000 meters, and flight high is 430meters, flight velocity is 40 meters per second. The tracking target is a building. The image sequence has 4,376 frames. . In order to verify validity of the method in this paper, we use fast template, every frame updating and timing updating to track target at same time, compare their results. In timing updating, the period is 10 frames.
To measure the drift rate of these methods, the distance of the center of the matched template relative to the image center was calculated.
From Figure 5 it can be seen that the drift for Fast template, every frame updating and Timing updating are more severe than the distance updating. Distance updating can correct drift experienced by other template updating methods, and produces significant reductions in drift rate.
Conclusion and future work
In a MMW/FLIR dual-mode seeking guidance system, the precise distance between the missile and the target provided by radar can be utilized in the target-tracking of FLIR image sequences. After analyzing the effect of image magnification on image correlation, we confirmed a distance updating rule, and confirmed distance updating periods based on distance. Subsequently we deduced the magnification of template based on distance information. A new adaptive correlation tracking algorithm is presented based on distance updating. It has been tested on real FLIR image sequences and has demonstrated its superiority in comparison with other template updating methods for real time implementation to reduce drift.
The higher tracking accuracy and the stronger stability are obtained in the algorithm proposed than those in other methods.
Template updating periods and template magnification based on the distance information have been discussed in this paper. When the missile approaches the target, image intensity will enhance. How to calculate the intensity change based on the distance information will be study in future work.
